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a b s t r a c t
This paper studies a multicast problem arising in wavelength division multiplexing single-
hop lightwave networks, as well as in Video-on-Demand systems. In this problem, the
same message of duration ∆ has to be transmitted to a set of n receivers which are not
all available simultaneously. The receivers can be partitioned into subsets, each served
by a different transmission, with the objective of minimizing their overall waiting cost.
When there is a single data channel available for transmission, a dynamic programming
algorithm is devised which finds an optimal solution in O(n log n + min{n2, n∆2}) time,
improving over a previously known O(n3) time algorithm. When multiple data channels
are available for transmission, an optimal O(n) time algorithm is proposed which finds
an optimal solution if the message has constant transmission duration, whereas an NP-
completeness proof is given if the message has arbitrary transmission duration.
© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Multicasting transmission is a one-to-many communication primitivewhere one single transmitter has to send the same
message, of fixed duration, tomanydestinations (or receivers). Amessage transmission is simultaneously received in a single
hop by all the destinations which are available for reception. An obvious solution requires a single transmission which is
delayed until all the receivers are available. Such a solution, however, may lead to inefficient use of the resources because all
the receivers have to wait for the receiver which becomes available the last. To overcome such a drawback, the transmitter
can schedule many transmissions, each serving those receivers which became available after the previous transmission
started. Assuming that the availability times of all the receivers are known in advance, the problem then becomes that of
partitioning the receivers into subsets, each served by a different transmission, so that no two transmissions overlap and
the overall waiting cost of the receivers is minimized.
Such a multicast problem has been first studied in the context of wavelength divisionmultiplexing single-hop lightwave
networks. An example of such networks is the Passive Star Coupler which has one reserved channel employed as a control
channel along with several channels used for data broadcasting. Roughly speaking, each node is equipped with a fixed
transceiver tuned on the control channel, and a tunable transceiver which can be tuned on any data channel. When a
message has to be multicast from a transmitter node to the other network nodes, the transmitter selects a single data
channel which is available, partitions the receivers into subsets according to their availability times known through the
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control channel, informs the receivers of the multicast schedule also using the control channel, and finally performs the
scheduled transmissions on the selected data channel [4,3].
The above mentioned multicast problem can be viewed also as a batch machine scheduling problem, where there is
a single batch-processing machine which is able to simultaneously process a group of jobs. The problem then consists
of grouping the dynamically arriving jobs into non-preemptive batches so as to optimize a properly defined objective
function [6]. Unlike the batch-processing problem arising in productive contexts, where the machine has a capacity
constraint which limits the size of each batch, the multicasting problem is an incapacitated one [5] since the machine can
process a batch of arbitrary size.
Another timely application of the just definedmulticast problemarises inVideo-on-Demand (VoD) services,which enable
customers at home to choose a movie to watch at any time they wish via a public communication network. Since dedicating
a transmission stream for each viewer is not possible due to the limited available bandwidth, the customer requests are
grouped together using batching. Then, each batch is served by a transmission stream broadcast so as to minimize the
customer averagewaiting time. According to the taxonomy of [2], ourmulticast problemmodels a VoD systemwith a hybrid
batching policy of service, where each customer does a request as in a user-centered mode and he waits until the movie is
broadcast as in a data-centeredmode.
So far, the multicast problem considered in this paper has been studied only in [4,5]. In particular, Jue and Mukerjee [4]
first formalized the problem as a combinatorial optimization one, while Sung and Rim [5] later proposed a dynamic
programming off-line algorithmwhich finds an optimalmulticast schedule inO(n3) time,where n is the number of receivers.
Moreover, several on-line and off-line heuristics have also been proposed in [4,5] which find sub-optimal solutions. Such
heuristics either are faster thanO(n3) or attack somevariants of the problem, and the goodness of their sub-optimal solutions
has been experimentally evaluated through simulations. In this paper, we continue the study of the off-line multicast
problem started in [4,5]. Referring to the VoD application mentioned above, the off-line setting can be justified considering
a VoD system with booking that allows customers to indicate, in advance, their availability time for viewing the desired
movie. Once the schedule has been found, the server communicates to the customers the actual start time of the video
stream. Specifically, we first show a new faster dynamic programming algorithm for finding an optimal multicast schedule
when there is a single data channel for transmission, and then we also deal with the most general case where multiple
data channels are available for message transmissions. Such a generalization, which allows the simultaneous overlapping
of as many message transmissions as the number of data channels, is considered here for the first time, to the best of our
knowledge.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally defines the problem, while Section 3 shows useful
properties that hold for optimal multicast schedules. Section 4 is the core of the paper and devises a dynamic programming
algorithm which finds an optimal solution in O(n log n +min{n2, n∆2}) time, improving over the previously known O(n3)
time algorithm, where∆ is the duration of themessage transmission. Section 5 considers the case wheremore than a single
data channel is used for multicasting: when∆ is a constant, an optimal O(n) time algorithm is proposed, whereas when∆
is arbitrary, an NP-completeness proof is given. Finally, conclusions are offered in Section 6.
2. Multicast problem definition
This section will formally define the multicast problem when there is a single data channel available for transmission.
Problem instance. A problem instance can be identified by the following parameter set:
• a positive integer n denoting the number of receivers;
• n distinct integers t1 < · · · < tn giving the receiver availability times;• a positive integer∆ indicating the duration of a transmission;
• n positive reals c1, . . . , cn providing the waiting costs per time unit of the receivers.
A problem instancewill be concisely denoted by 〈∆; (t1, c1), . . . , (tn, cn)〉. Note that the assumption of integer availability
times and transmission duration is not restrictive. Indeed, in the VoD application mentioned above the movie duration
is typically measured in minutes and hence a more accurate precision for the availability times is useless. However, an
extension to real availability times and transmission duration will be dealt with at the end of Section 4.
Feasible solutions. A feasible solution of the problem is a multicast schedule, that is a subset S ⊂ N such that
∀s, u ∈ S s 6= u→ |s− u| ≥ ∆ (1)
∀s ∈ S s ≥ t1 (2)
∀s, u ∈ S s < u→ (∃i ∈ {1, . . . , n}|s < ti ≤ u) (3)
∃s ∈ S s ≥ tn. (4)
Each element of S is the starting time of a single transmission. Constraint (1) requires that theminimum separation between
two consecutive transmissions is at least ∆, so that no two transmissions overlap. Constraints (2) and (3) ensure that only
useful transmissions are scheduled, that is, each transmission satisfies at least one receiver. Finally, Constraint (4) guarantees
that all the receivers are served. By the above constraints, note that the number of transmissions of each feasible schedule
ranges between 1 and n.
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Fig. 1. An instance along with a feasible schedule.
Objective. Given a feasible schedule S, let
wi(S) = min{s− ti|s ∈ S, s ≥ ti}, i = 1, . . . , n (5)
be thewaiting time of receiver i, which clearly gives the time elapsing from the availability instant of receiver i to the starting
time of the first subsequent transmission.
The goal is to find a feasible schedule Sˆ ⊂ N that minimizes the total waiting cost of all the receivers
W (Sˆ) =
n∑
i=1
ciwi(Sˆ). (6)
Note that no cost is associated with transmissions, and hence there might be distinct optimal solutions with the same
waiting cost but with a different number of transmissions. Moreover, although the receiver availability times have been
assumed to be distinct, the most general case with possibly coincident availability times, that is t1 ≤ · · · ≤ tn, can be
reduced to the case of distinct times by collapsing all the receivers with the same availability time into a single receiver
whose waiting cost is given by the sum of the waiting costs of the coincident receivers.
As an example, an instance with n = 4 receivers, whose availability times are t1 = 0, t2 = 1, t3 = 3, and t4 = 6, and
with transmission duration∆ = 4 is depicted in Fig. 1, along with a feasible schedule.
3. Fundamental properties
In order to devise efficient algorithms for the problem, let us prove some features of an optimal schedule.
Let S be a feasible schedule of cardinality ` ≤ n and assume that the elements of S are sorted. By Constraint (1),
S = {s1, . . . , s`}, where sj+1 ≥ sj+∆, for j = 1, . . . , `−1.We say that receiver i is served by transmission j, or equivalently,
when there is no ambiguity, that ti is served by sj, if transmission j is the first one to start at an instant sj greater than or
equal to ti, that is the availability time of receiver i. Formally, ti is served by s1 if ti ≤ s1, while it is served by sj, with j > 1, if
sj−1 < ti ≤ sj. When ti is served by sj, it is clear by (5) thatwi(S) = sj − ti.
Lemma 3.1. Let Sˆ = {s1, . . . , s`} be an optimal schedule and let ti be served by sj. Then, sj − ti < 2∆.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that sj − ti ≥ 2∆. Observe that in Sˆ a previous transmission must finish before ti + ∆,
and there is no transmission starting in the interval [ti + ∆, sj). Therefore, one can obtain a new schedule S = Sˆ ∪ {s′} by
introducing a new transmission starting at time s′ = ti + ∆. In this way, ∀h 6= i, one has that wh(S) ≤ wh(Sˆ), whereas
wi(S) = s′ − ti < sj − ti = wi(Sˆ), which contradicts the optimality of Sˆ. 
Lemma 3.2. Let Sˆ = {s1, . . . , s`} be an optimal schedule and assume there are ti and ti+1 with ti+1 − ti ≥ 2∆. Then, ti and ti+1
are served by two distinct transmissions sj and sj+1 such that sj +∆ ≤ ti+1.
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, ti and ti+1 cannot be served by the same sj with sj ≥ ti+1. Therefore, ti and ti+1 are served, respectively,
by sj and sj+1, which are distinct and consecutive by Constraint (3).
Since a previous transmission must finish before ti + ∆ and there are no further available receivers in the time interval
(ti, ti+1), it holds sj ≤ ti +∆. Hence, sj +∆ ≤ ti + 2∆ ≤ ti+1. 
Lemma 3.2 implies that, whenever ti+1 − ti ≥ 2∆, the instance 〈∆; (t1, c1), . . . , (tn, cn)〉 can be split into two instances
〈∆; (t1, c1), . . . , (ti, ci)〉 and 〈∆; (ti+1, ci+1), . . . , (tn, cn)〉which can be solved independently. Therefore, from now on, any
two consecutive receiver availability times ti and ti+1 are assumed to satisfy ti+1 − ti < 2∆.
Lemma 3.3. Let Sˆ = {s1, . . . , s`} be an optimal schedule. Then, for each j = 1, . . . , `, one of the two following assertions is true:
1. either sj = ti for some i = 1, . . . , n, or
2. j > 1 and sj = sj−1 +∆.
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Proof. By contradiction, let Sˆ be an optimal schedule and let ȷ¯ be the smallest index such that neither assertion is true.
Consider the time
t =
{
max{{ti|i = 1, . . . , n; ti ≤ sȷ¯} ∪ {sȷ¯−1 +∆}} if ȷ¯ > 1
max{ti|i = 1, . . . , n; ti ≤ sȷ¯} if ȷ¯ = 1. (7)
Since Sˆ is an optimal schedule, it is also feasible, and thus Constraint (2) is satisfied and the value of t in Eq. (7) exists. By
hypothesis ȷ¯ does not satisfy either assertion, and thus t < sȷ¯. Let S = Sˆ \ {sȷ¯} ∪ {t} be the schedule obtained by anticipating
the ȷ¯-th transmission at time t . By Constraint (3), if ȷ¯ > 1 then sȷ¯−1 ≤ t−∆, and hence schedule S is also feasible. Let I be the
set of receivers served by transmission ȷ¯ in schedule Sˆ. By Eq. (7), all the receivers in I are served at time t in the modified
schedule S. Therefore, the waiting times of the receivers become:{
wi(S) = t − ti < sȷ¯ − ti = wi(Sˆ) if i ∈ I
wi(S) = wi(Sˆ) otherwise.
Since wi(S) is strictly less than wi(Sˆ) when i ∈ I , and all the waiting costs in the objective function (6) are positive, one
derivesW (S) < W (Sˆ), contradicting the optimality of Sˆ. 
Theorem 3.4. Let Sˆ = {s1, . . . , s`} be an optimal schedule. Then, for each j = 1, . . . , `, sj can be written as
sj = ti + k∆
where i and k are integers such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n and 0 ≤ k ≤ `− 1.
Proof. The proof is by induction on j. The basis of the induction is true because s1 = ti for some i by Lemma 3.3. Let j > 1
and suppose by inductive hypothesis that sj−1 = ti′ + k∆ for some i′ < n and k < j− 1. If sj = ti for some i, then the thesis
holds true. Otherwise, by Lemma 3.3 and by inductive hypothesis, sj = sj−1 + ∆ = ti′ + (k + 1)∆, where k + 1 < j. Since
j ≤ ` ≤ n, the proof follows. 
An important consequence of Theorem 3.4 is that all the transmission times can be chosen among a small set of
candidates, each being either a receiver availability time ti or one of its echos, that is an instant that differs from ti by a
multiple of∆.
It is worth to note that all the results shown in the present section hold true also when all the availability times and the
transmission duration assume real values.
4. Improved polynomial algorithm
In this section, a dynamic programming approach is proposed, which finds an optimal multicast schedule in O(n log n+
min{n2, n∆2}) time, assuming that both the availability times and the transmission duration are integers, thus improving
over the O(n3) algorithm previously proposed in [5].
The algorithm finds an optimal multicast schedule by selecting the transmission starting times among a superset P of
candidates, which includes all the receiver availability times along with all their echos. Precisely,
P = {ti + ki∆|1 ≤ i ≤ n, 0 ≤ ki ≤ k¯i, ti + (k¯i − 1)∆ ≤ tn < ti + k¯i∆}. (8)
As an example, Fig. 1 depicts the candidates in P as small circles, where black circles correspond to availability times and
white circles represent their echos. Recalling that ti+1 − ti < 2∆ by assumption and observing that at most 2i echos can
appear in [ti, ti+1), it follows that the cardinalitym of P is bounded from above by O(min{n∆, n2}).
For each receiver availability time ti, let ni be the number of candidates in P which belong to the interval [ti, ti + 2∆).
Moreover, let si1 < s
i
2 < · · · < sini be the ordered set of such candidates. Note that si1 = ti, but a generic candidate sih, with
2 ≤ h ≤ ni, can be either a receiver availability time or an echo. Referring again to Fig. 1, consider i = 2. Then n2 = 7 and
s21 = t2 = 1, s22 = t3 = 3, s23 = t1 + ∆ = 4, s24 = t2 + ∆ = 5, s25 = t4 = 6, s26 = t3 + ∆ = 7, and s27 = t1 + 2∆ = 8. Note
also that ni ≤ 2n because in the interval [ti, ti + 2∆) there are at most 2i echos of t1, . . . , ti and at most 2(n − i) receiver
availability times ti+1, . . . , tn and their echos. Since there are m candidates and each candidate can appear as an sih for at
most 2∆ distinct indices i, one has that
∑n
i=1 ni = O(min{n2,m∆}) = O(min{n2, n∆2}).
For each i = 1, 2, . . . , n and each h = 1, 2, . . . , ni, let
A[i, h] , the cost of an optimal solution for the subproblem 〈∆; (ti, ci), . . . , (tn, cn)〉
assuming that the first transmission starts exactly at time sih
B[i, h] , the cost of an optimal solution for the same subproblem but where the first
transmission can start at any time greater than or equal to sih.
Clearly, by definition, B[1, 1] is the cost of an optimal solution for the original instance 〈∆; (t1, c1), . . . , (tn, cn)〉. Fixed
i, ti can be served only by a transmission starting earlier than ti + 2∆ by Lemma 3.1 and the time candidates for such a
transmission in the interval [ti, ti+ 2∆) are si1, . . . , sini by Theorem 3.4. Thus, B[i, h] = min{A[i, h], A[i, h+ 1], . . . , A[i, ni]}.
On the other hand, A[i, h] assumes that ti is served by a transmission starting exactly at time sih, and thus finishing
at time sih + ∆. Since such a transmission does not satisfy any receiver with availability time t` > sih, the computation
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Fig. 2. An optimal schedule for the instance of Fig. 1.
of A[i, h] depends on the optimal solution of 〈∆; (ti′ , ci′), . . . , (tn, cn)〉, where i′ = min{` : t` > sih} (if such a set is
empty, let i′ = n + 1). Since the next transmission cannot start earlier than max{sih + ∆, ti′}, the optimal solution for
〈∆; (ti′ , ci′), . . . , (tn, cn)〉 is given by B[i′, h′] where h′ = 1 if i′ = n + 1 or ti′ ≥ sih + ∆, while h′ satisfies si′h′ = sih + ∆, if
ti′ ∈ (sih, sih +∆).
In conclusion, for i = n, n− 1, . . . , 1 and 1 ≤ h ≤ ni, one has:
A[i, h] =
∑
ti≤t`≤sih
c`(sih − t`)+ B[i′, h′] (9)
while the recurrence of B[i, h], for i = n, n− 1, . . . , 1 and h = ni, ni − 1, . . . , 1, is:
B[i, h] =
{0 if i = n+ 1, h = 1
A[i, h] if 1 ≤ i ≤ n, h = ni
min{A[i, h], B[i, h+ 1]} if 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ h < ni.
(10)
Note that, fixed i, the B[i, h]’s need to be calculated backwards. Moreover, the computations of arrays B and A have to
be interleaved. Indeed, each single B[i, h] depends on A[i, h], A[i, h+ 1], . . . , A[i, ni], while each A[i, h] depends on B[i′, h′]
with i′ > i. So, the entries of Amust be filled by decreasing values of i. Following such an order, each B[i, h] can be computed
in O(1) time. To compute also each A[i, h] is O(1) time, some data structures have to be introduced as it will be shown in
the next subsection.
To compute the optimal multicast schedule, one has to keep track of the actual transmission times. This can be done by
defining
T [i, h] =
{〈sih, i′, h′〉 if B[i, h] = A[i, h]
T [i, h+ 1] if B[i, h] = B[i, h+ 1]. (11)
In this way, the schedule can be easily built starting from T [1, 1]. Indeed, letting T [1, 1] = 〈s, ı, h〉, the first transmission
is taken at time instant s and hence the schedule is concatenated with that of T [ı, h], repeating until ı = n+ 1.
As an example, referring again to the problem instance of Fig. 1, the resulting arrays A, B, and T are given below, where
the waiting costs per time unit are assumed to be ci = 1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 4. The corresponding optimal schedule, obtained by
tracking the bold entries of T , is depicted in Fig. 2.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 6 4 6 10 14 14 18
2 3 3 6 9 8 11 14
3 1 3 5 3 5 7 9
4 0 1 2 3
A
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 4 4 6 10 14 14 18
2 3 3 6 8 8 11 14
3 1 3 3 3 5 7 9
4 0 1 2 3
5 0
B
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 1,3,3 1,3,3 3,4,2 4,4,3 6,5,1 6,5,1 7,5,1
2 1,3,3 3,4,2 4,4,3 6,5,1 6,5,1 7,5,1 8,5,1
3 6,4,2 6,5,1 6,5,1 6,5,1 7,5,1 8,5,1 9,5,1
4 6,5,1 7,5,1 8,5,1 9,5,1
T
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Fig. 3. Procedure for initializing the arrays p, r , echo, and next.
4.1. Efficient implementation
First of all, one needs to generate the set P in sorted order in O(m) time, without using an explicit sorting algorithm that
would require O(m logm) time. For this aim, P is implemented as a sorted array p[1], . . . , p[m]. For each k, 1 ≤ k ≤ m,
one has to maintain, besides the starting transmission time p[k] and whether p[k] is a receiver availability time or one echo,
also the index echo[k] of the next echo of p[k], and the index next[k] of the first receiver availability time following p[k].
Formally:
r[k] =
{
i if ∃ i | ti = p[k], 1 ≤ i ≤ n
0 otherwise
echo[k] =
{
h if ∃ h | p[h] = p[k] +∆
0 otherwise
next[k] =
{
` if ∃ ` = min{h|h > k, r[h] 6= 0}
0 otherwise.
Fig. 3 illustrates the generation of the sorted array p, alongwith the initialization of the arrays r , echo, and next. Procedure
Generate uses a FIFO queue Q tomaintain the echos and outputs in p themerge of the availability times t1 < t2 < · · · < tn
and their echos.
In the figure, the first candidate p[1] is set to the first availability time t1, its first echo t1 +∆ is inserted into Q , and the
index of such an availability time is kept in r[1] (lines 1–2). As long as Q is not empty (line 4), the oldest echo (i.e., time) is
extracted from Q (line 6) so as to become a candidate in p[k] (line 11). If the echo coincides with an availability time ti (line
12), the index i of such an availability time is kept in r[k] (line 13), and its next echo p[k] + ∆ is inserted into Q , provided
that it is no larger than the last availability time tn (lines 15–17). However, before doing these actions, each availability time
ti smaller than the current echo becomes a candidate in p, its index is kept in r , and a new echo ti + ∆ is inserted into Q
(lines 8–9). Once p is built, the array next is derived by scanning r backwards (lines 19–21).
Since the outmost while (lines 4–17) generates in O(1) time an entry of p for each echo, whereas the inmost while
(lines 7–10) generates in O(1) time an entry of p for each receiver availability time, the overall time complexity of procedure
Generate is O(m).
To fill each entry A[i, h] in Eq. (9), one has tomap each pair of indices i and h to the index k of the corresponding candidate
p[k] such that p[k] = sih. For this purpose, consider the array b defined as follows:
b[i, h] = k+ h− 1 if p[k] = ti 1 ≤ i ≤ n, 1 ≤ h ≤ ni.
Note that b[i, 1] can be set to k in procedure Generate as soon as i is assigned to r[k]. Then, for each i, all the b[i, h]’s,
with 2 ≤ h ≤ ni, can be computed in O(ni) time by a scan of p starting from p[b[i, 1]]. Specifically, for each h, one assigns
b[i, 1] + h− 1 to b[i, h]when p[b[i, 1] + h− 1] is less than ti + 2∆. Clearly, the last value of h gives the value of ni.
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To accomplish the entire dynamic programming scheme, one has to compute, in Eq. (9), both indices i′ and h′ in O(1)
time. This can be done as follows:
i′ =
{
r[next[b[i, h]]] if next[b[i, h]] 6= 0
n+ 1 otherwise
h′ =
{
echo[b[i, h]] − next[b[i, h]] + 1 if i′ 6= n+ 1 and echo[b[i, h]] ≥ next[b[i, h]]
1 otherwise.
Finally, the sum of the waiting costs in Eq. (9) has to be precomputed so that it can be retrieved in O(1) time. This can be
achieved by a prefix sum computation using two arrays cost and prefix, whose entries are defined below:
cost[i, h] =
{0 if h = 1
cost[i, h− 1] if r[b[i, h− 1]] = 0 and 2 ≤ h ≤ ni
cost[i, h− 1] + cr[b[i,h−1]] if r[b[i, h− 1]] 6= 0 and 2 ≤ h ≤ ni
prefix[i, h] =
{
0 if h = 1
prefix[i, h− 1] + cost[i, h] (p[b[i, h]] − p[b[i, h− 1]]) if 2 ≤ h ≤ ni.
Note that cost[i, h] accumulates thewaiting costs of all the receiverswhich are available in the interval [si1, sih−1], whereas
prefix[i, h] accumulates the product of such waiting costs and the width of the time intervals [si1, si2], . . . , [sih−1, sih]. Overall,
O(min{n2, n∆2}) time is required to fill the∑ni=1 ni entries of the arrays cost and prefix.
Eq. (9) can thus be rewritten as A[i, h] = prefix[i, h]+B[i′, h′], and hence each A[i, h] and B[i, h] can be filled in O(1) time.
Therefore, since the number of filled entries of the arrays A and B is 1+∑ni=1 ni, and the receiver availability times t1, . . . , tn
need to be sorted, the overall time complexity of the algorithm is O(n log n+min{n2, n∆2}). It is worth noting that such a
time is O(n2) only if∆ = Ω(√n), while it is o(n2) if∆ = o(√n). In particular, it becomesΘ(n log n)when∆ = o(√log n).
In the general case when all the ti’s and ∆ are real numbers, the algorithm remains correct, but its time complexity
becomes O(n2) since the cardinalitym of P is O(n2) and also
∑n
i=1 ni is O(n2), as one can easily check.
5. Multiple channels
This sectionwill study themulticast problemwhen the receiver availability times are integers and there aremultiple data
channels available for transmissions, showing its NP-completeness in the general case of arbitrary transmission duration∆
and providing a polynomial time algorithm when the transmission duration∆ is a constant.
The problem instance is generalized, adding a positive integer K denoting the number of available multiple identical
channels, and it is concisely denoted by 〈∆, K ; (t1, c1), . . . , (tn, cn)〉.
Observing that Constraints (3) and (4) imply that s ≤ tn + ∆ − 1 ∀s ∈ S, a feasible solution must satisfy the previous
Constraints (2)–(4), whereas Constraint (1) is replaced by
∀t ∈ [t1, tn +∆− 1] 6 ∃s1, s2, . . . , sK+1 ∈ S | si ≤ t < si +∆, 1 ≤ i ≤ K + 1. (12)
Note that Constraint (12) allows at most K transmissions to overlap at any time instant. Clearly, K is assumed to be strictly
less than∆, since otherwise the above constraint can be trivially satisfied by starting a transmission for every time instant t .
5.1. NP-completeness for arbitrary transmission duration
When the transmission duration ∆ can be arbitrary, the multicast scheduling problem, in its decisional form, can be
shown to be NP-complete by a reduction from the VERTEX COVER problem [1]:‘‘Given an undirected graph G = (V , E) and
an integer φ, is there a subset X of at most φ vertices such that each edge has at least one endpoint in X?’’
Let G = (V , E) be an undirected graph where V = {v1, . . . , vn} and E = {e1, . . . , em}. We will show how to construct an
instance of the multicast problem with K = 4 n + 1 channels admitting a schedule of cost at most m(9 n − 1) + φ if and
only if G has a vertex cover of size at most φ. In this subsection,M = 9mn plays the role of a conveniently large integer. We
take∆ = n2 as the transmission duration. We introduce a set Ri of 7 (3m)+ 1 = 21m+ 1 receivers for each vertex vi ∈ V ,
and a set Rj of 2 receivers for each edge ej ∈ E. We also introduce a set ofm receivers R, so that the overall set of receivers is
thus R =⋃ni=1 Ri ∪⋃mj=1 Rj ∪ R. Each receiver in R is represented by a pair (t, c)where t gives the receiver availability time
and c gives its cost per time unit. The value c will however be a positive integer whose magnitude is polynomial inm and n.
Hence the NP-completeness result will also hold for the unweighted problem just replacing the pair (t, c)with c coincident
receivers each having unit cost.
Let us now specify the above mentioned receivers. First, for i = 1, . . . , n, we have
Ri = {(7i+ j∆,M)|j = 0, 1, . . . , 3m− 1 } ∪ {(7i− t + j∆, 1)|j = 0, 1, . . . , 3m− 1, t = 1, . . . , 6 } ∪ {(7i− 1, 1)}.
Second, for j = 1, . . . ,m, with ej = vavb, we have
Rj = {(7 a− 2+ (3j− 2)∆,M), (7 b− 2+ (3j− 2)∆,M)}.
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Finally,
R = {(3j∆,M)|j = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1}.
Notice that all receivers we have introduced have either cost 1 or M . The 3 (mn + 1) receivers with cost M are called
priority receivers. One useful consequence of the next lemma is that, though the magnitude of the integerM = 9mn is only
polynomial in n andm, stillM is large enough to force all priority receivers to be served instantly in any optimal schedule.
Lemma 5.1. If G admits a vertex cover of size at most φ, then there exists a multicast schedule of cost at most m(9 n− 1)+ φ.
Proof. Let X ⊆ V be a vertex cover of G with |X | = φ. For i = 1, 2, . . . , n, use the i-th channel to transmit at every instant
in Ti = {7i+ j∆|j = 0, 1, . . . , 3m− 1}. Also, for t = 1, 2, 3, if vi ∈ X then use the (tn+ i)-th channel to transmit at every
instant in Ti,t = {7i− 2t + j∆|j = 0, 1, . . . , 3m− 1 } and otherwise, if vi 6∈ X , then use the (tn+ i)-th channel to transmit
at every instant in Ti,t = {7i− 2t + 1+ j∆|j = 0, 1, . . . , 3m− 1 }.
In this way we have spared the last (4 n+ 1)-th channel where we first schedule all the transmissions for them priority
receivers in R, that is, we transmit at the instants {3j∆|j = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1 }. Notice that thesem transmissions leavem free
intervals onto the last (4 n+ 1)-th channel, with each of these intervals having length precisely 2∆.
Before indicating how to schedule further transmissions on this last channel, we find it convenient to observe that, if
these further transmissions were not introduced, then all receivers in R would incur no cost, while the receivers in
⋃n
i=1 Ri
would collectively incur in a cost of φ+ (3 n)(3m). Moreover, since X is a vertex cover, then for each ej = vavb ∈ E we have
that at most one of the two priority receivers in Rj = {(7 a− 2+ (3j− 2)∆,M), (7 b− 2+ (3j− 2)∆,M)}would be served
with some delay and hence incur some positive cost.
The idea is therefore to exploit the m still free and available intervals onto the last channel to instantly serve these
unattended priority receivers, also lowering the abovementioned cost ofφ+(3 n)(3m) associated to the receivers in⋃ni=1 Ri
to only φ + 9mn−m. Precisely, for each ej = vavb ∈ E, at most 3 cases can occur:
• if a ∈ X and b 6∈ X , then we schedule a transmission at 7 b− 2+ (3j− 2)∆;
• if a 6∈ X and b ∈ X , then we schedule a transmission at 7 a− 2+ (3j− 2)∆;
• if a ∈ X and b ∈ X , then we schedule a transmission at 7 a− 1+ (3j− 2)∆.
Notice that after scheduling these lastm transmissions on the last channel, all priority requests are then served instantly.
Notice also that, whatever of the above 3 cases occurs, whenever we schedule the transmission for the edge ej = vavb ∈ E,
the global cost associated to the receivers in
⋃n
i=1 Ri is lowered by 1. It follows that once these last m transmissions have
been added onto the last channel the total cost of the schedule produced ism(9 n− 1)+ φ. 
We also have the following converse:
Lemma 5.2. If there exists a multicast schedule of cost at most m(9 n− 1)+ φ, then G admits a vertex cover of size at most φ.
Proof. First, since φ < n < m can be trivially assumed, then the cost of the proposed schedule is less thanM , which implies
that the proposed schedule instantly serves all the priority receivers.
By possibly dropping useless transmissions, we can assume that no two transmissions are issued at the same time and
also that every transmission issued serves at least one receiver. Two neat properties of the proposed schedule then follow.
(p1) the starting time t of each scheduled transmission obeys k∆ ≤ t ≤ k∆+ 7 n for some k = 0, 1, . . . , 3m− 1;
(p2) for every j = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1, at most 3(4 n+ 1) transmissions are scheduled with starting time j∆ ≤ t ≤ (j+ 3)∆.
Here, Property (p1) follows since k∆ ≤ t ≤ k∆ + 7 n holds for every receiver (t, c) of the instance obtained with the
reduction and also from the fact that a transmission is forced at every k∆ + 7 n by the presence of the priority receivers
in Rn. Actually, for k 6≡ 0 mod 3, we have a more narrow admissible interval: k∆ < t ≤ k∆ + 7 n. As for Property (p2),
if 3(4 n + 1) + 1 transmissions had been scheduled there, then we would necessarily have a transmission at each of the
following 4 instants: j∆, (j+ 1)∆, (j+ 2)∆, (j+ 3)∆, contradicting what just observed for k 6≡ 0 mod 3. A further couple of
things should be observed concerning the scheduling instance constructed by our reduction. For each j = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1,
and p = 0, 1, 2, let Rj,p denote the set of those receivers (t, c) with (3j + p)∆ ≤ t ≤ (3j + p)∆ + 7 n, and let
Tj,p = {t : ∃(t, c) ∈ Rj,p}. Notice that |Tj,p| ≥ 7 n and |Tj,0| = 7 n + 1 for each j. Since we only have 4 n + 1 channels,
this already implies that for every j = 0, 1, . . . ,m− 1 the cost collectively incurred by the receivers in Rj,p is at least 3 n− 1
and by those in Rj,0 is at least 3 n. Furthermore, for every pair (j, p) where this lower bound is attained by the proposed
schedule, the schedule must have a very precise structure. In particular, when p = 0, in order for the lower bound to be
attained we have a transmission at instant (3j + p)∆ to immediately serve a prioritary receiver in R, and also, for every
i = 1, 2, . . . , n, either we have a transmission at the 4 instants 3j∆ + 7i, 3j∆ + 7i − 2, 3j∆ + 7i − 4, 3j∆ + 7i − 6 or
we have a transmission at the 4 instants 3j∆ + 7i, 3j∆ + 7i − 1, 3j∆ + 7i − 3, 3j∆ + 7i − 5 to serve receivers in Rj,0;
whenever this structure is not rigidly followed, then the penalty is at least 2 for every i where a discrepancy is observed
still involving 3 transmissions for that i, and it is at least 3 when we omit performing all 3 transmissions for that i (whereas
when for an i we have an extra transmission we recover only 1 of these 3, with a total loss of at least 2). Consider now a
fixed j: if the above penalties have not been payed for both Rj,0 and Rj+1,0, then it follows by Property (p2) that the cost
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collectively incurred by the receivers in Rj,1 ∪ Rj,2 is at least 6 n − 2. Furthermore, for this lower bound to be attained,
the schedule must have the following structure: there is a transmission at instants 3j∆ and 3(j + 1)∆ to immediately
serve two receivers in R, and then, for every i = 1, 2, . . . , n, either there is a transmission at each of the 14 instants
3j∆+ 7i, 3(j+ 1)∆+ 7i, (3j+ p)∆+ 7i− 2, (3j+ p)∆+ 7i− 4, (3j+ p)∆+ 7i− 6 (with p = 0, 1, 2, 3) or a transmission
at each of the 14 instants 3j∆ + 7i, 3(j + 1)∆ + 7i, (3j + p)∆ + 7i − 1, (3j + p)∆ + 7i − 3, (3j + p)∆ + 7i − 5 (with
p = 0, 1, 2, 3) to serve receivers in Rj,0 ∪ Rj,1 ∪ Rj,2 ∪ Rj+1,0, plus we must have one further transmission which instantly
serves one or two further receivers in Rj,1∪Rj,2. Again, when this structure is not rigidly followed, then the penalty is at least
2 for every i where a violation is occurring. In this way, we can enforce this structure over the proposed schedule without
incrementing the associated costs. Once this has been done, then for every i = 1, 2, . . . , n it must be the case that either
for every j = 0, 1, . . . ,m − 1 we have a transmission at the 3 instants 3j∆ + 7i − 2, 3j∆ + 7i − 4, 3j∆ + 7i − 6 or we
have a transmission at the 3 instants 3j∆ + 7i − 1, 3j∆ + 7i − 3, 3j∆ + 7i − 5; when the first case occurs, then we place
vertex vi into X . The fact that X is a vertex cover of G follows now from the fact that the proposed schedule instantly serves
all requests in Rj, j = 1, . . . ,m. The fact that |X | = φ follows from the fact that for every i = 1, . . . , n there are two requests
of the form (7i− 1, 1) into Ri. 
Theorem 5.3. The decisional multicast scheduling problem with K multiple channels and arbitrary message transmission
duration∆ is NP-complete.
Proof. By Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2,VERTEXCOVER can be reduced in polynomial time to themulticast scheduling problem. Since
VERTEX COVER is NP-complete and a polynomial time non deterministic algorithm can be easily designed for the multicast
problem, the proof follows. 
5.2. Optimal algorithm for constant transmission duration
When ∆ = O(1), a dynamic programming algorithm can be designed which finds an optimal multicast schedule for K
channels by selecting the transmission starting times among the set of time candidates consisting of all the integers between
t1 and tn+∆− 1. This algorithm heavily depends on the assumption that all the ti’s and∆ are integers, and it does not hold
anymore when such data are reals.
Let R be an array storing, for each time candidate, thewaiting cost of a receiver, if there is any receiver available. Precisely,
assuming without loss of generality t1 = 0, one has:
R[t] =
{
ci if ∃i | t = ti
0 otherwise 0 ≤ t ≤ tn +∆− 1.
Let V∆,K be the set of arrays of size ∆ with non-negative components such that the sum of their components is exactly
equal to K . Formally, V∆,K = {v ∈ N∆|∑∆−1d=0 v[d] = K}. In practice, at any time instant t , the component v[d] indicates
how many channels become available at time t + d.
For each t = 0, 1, . . . , tn +∆− 1 and each v ∈ V∆,K , let
M[t, v] , the cost of the optimal solution for the subproblem R[t], . . . , R[tn +∆− 1]
where the channel availability is given by the array v
T [t, v] , the starting time of the first transmission for the same subproblem
Given v ∈ V∆,K , let vτ , with τ = {0, 1}, be defined as follows:
vτ [d] =
{
v[0] − τ + v[1] if d = 0
v[d+ 1] if 1 ≤ d ≤ ∆− 2
τ if d = ∆− 1.
In words, since the array v gives the channel availability in the time interval [t, t + ∆ − 1] for any time instant t , the
array vτ provides the new channel availability in the time interval [t + 1, t +∆] depending on whether a transmission has
been done at time t (τ = 1) or not (τ = 0).
To compute M[t, v], observe that, if v[0] = 0, then no transmission can start at time t . Hence, any receiver available at
time t has to wait up to the first transmission of the optimal solutionM[t+1, v0], that is that for the subproblem starting at
the next time instant assuming the channel availability given by array v0. Whereas, if v[0] > 0, one has to choose whether
to transmit immediately, without any additional waiting cost with respect toM[t+1, v1], or not. Therefore, the Recurrences
forM[t, v] and T [t, v], with 0 ≤ t ≤ tn +∆− 1 and v ∈ V∆,K , become:
M[t, v] = min {M[t + 1, v0] + R[t](T [t + 1, v0] − t),Γ [t, v]}
T [t, v] =
{
t ifM[t, v] = M[t + 1, v1]
T [t + 1, v0] otherwise
(13)
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Fig. 4. Procedure for building an optimal schedule S.
where
Γ [t, v] =
{∞ if v[0] = 0
M[t + 1, v1] if v[0] > 0.
When t = tn +∆ and v ∈ V∆,K , the arraysM and T are initialized as follows:
M[tn +∆, v] =
{∞ if v[0] = 0
0 if v[0] > 0
T [tn +∆, v] =
{∞ if v[0] = 0
tn +∆ if v[0] > 0.
To compute an optimal multicast schedule S, one can keep track of the actual transmission times by searching the array
T as shown in Procedure Build-Schedule, reported in Fig. 4. The search can start from any entry T [0, v] for whichM[0, v]
is minimum on row 0 of M (line 2). Clearly, if such a minimum is not unique, different optimal schedules might be found
starting from different T [0, v]’s. A new transmission starting at time s = t is added to the schedule whenever T [t, v] = t
(line 5). The search proceeds from either T [t + 1, v1] or T [t + 1, v0], depending on whether there is a transmission starting
at time t or not (lines 3–7).
In order to devise the overall time complexity of the dynamic programming algorithm, observe that the number of rows
ofM and T is O(tn+∆), the number of columns is |V∆,K | = O(K∆), and that O(1) time is needed to fill each entry. Therefore,
overall O((tn +∆)K∆) time is required.
Recalling that ti+1− ti < 2∆ and that∆ = O(1) by assumption, one has tn+∆ ≤ 2∆(n−1)+∆, and thus the number of
rows is O(n). Since K < ∆, the number of columns is |V∆,K | = O(K∆) = O(1), and O(n) time is spent to fill all the entries of
M and T . Since the array R can be constructed in O(n) time, even if the receiver availability times are not sorted, the overall
time complexity of the algorithm is O(n), which is clearly optimal because an Ω(n) time lower bound trivially holds. It is
worth noting that, although the complexity is linear, the algorithm is practical only for small values of∆ and K .
Consider again the problem instance in Fig. 1, but with K = 2 channels. The corresponding receiver availability array
is R = [1, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0], while the 10 arrays in the set V4,2 are v1 = [2, 0, 0, 0], v2 = [0, 2, 0, 0], v3 =
[0, 0, 2, 0], v4 = [0, 0, 0, 2], v5 = [1, 1, 0, 0], v6 = [1, 0, 1, 0], v7 = [1, 0, 0, 1], v8 = [0, 1, 1, 0], v9 = [0, 1, 0, 1], v10 =
[0, 0, 1, 1]. For each array vj, the indices of the arrays vj0 and vj1 are v10 = 1, v11 = 7, v20 = 1, v30 = 2, v40 = 3, v50 = 1, v51 =
7, v60 = 5, v61 = 9, v70 = 6, v71 = 10, v80 = 5, v90 = 6, v100 = 8. The resulting arrays M and T are given as follows, where
column j refers to array vj defined above, with 1 ≤ j ≤ 10.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 1 1 3 5 1 1 1 1 1 3
1 0 1 2 4 0 0 1 1 2 2
2 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
3 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 1 1 2
4 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
5 0 0 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 1
6 0 1 2 3 0 0 0 1 1 2
7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
8 0 0 0 ∞ 0 0 0 0 0 0
9 0 0 ∞ ∞ 0 0 0 0 0 ∞
10 0 ∞ ∞ ∞ 0 0 0 ∞ ∞ ∞
M
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Fig. 5. An optimal schedule for the instance of Fig. 1, when K = 2.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
0 0 1 2 3 0 1 1 1 1 2
1 1 2 3 4 1 1 1 2 3 3
2 2 3 4 5 2 3 3 3 3 4
3 3 4 5 6 3 3 3 4 4 5
4 4 5 6 7 4 4 5 5 6 6
5 5 6 7 8 5 6 6 6 6 7
6 6 7 8 9 6 6 6 7 7 8
7 7 8 9 10 7 7 7 8 8 9
8 8 9 10 ∞ 8 8 10 9 10 10
9 9 10 ∞ ∞ 9 10 10 10 10 ∞
10 10 ∞ ∞ ∞ 10 10 10 ∞ ∞ ∞
T
The bold entries ofM and T are used to actually build the optimal schedule shown in Fig. 5, where small circles represent
time candidates.
6. Conclusion
This paper studied amulticast problemwhere the samemessage of duration∆ has to be transmitted to a set of n receivers
which are not all available simultaneously. Multiple transmissions of the message can be scheduled with the objective of
minimizing the overall waiting cost of the receivers.
In the case that a single channel is available for transmission, a dynamic programming off-line algorithm has been
proposed which finds an optimal multicast schedule in O(n log n+min{n2, n∆2}) time, when the availability times and the
transmission duration are integers, and in O(n2) time, when such data are reals, thus improving over a previously known
O(n3) time algorithm [5]. In the case of multiple channels, an optimal off-line algorithm running in O(n) time has been
proposed for constant transmission duration, and hence constant number of channels, whereas an NP-completeness proof
has been provided for arbitrary transmission duration and arbitrary number of channels. Such results have been proved in
the case that the availability times and the transmission duration are integers.
As a matter of further research, one could investigate the time complexity of the multicast problem for arbitrary
transmission duration and constant number of channels. Moreover, one could design on-line and off-line heuristic
algorithms for arbitrary transmission duration and arbitrary number of channels, for example, by generalizing to multiple
channels those heuristics already proposed in [4,5] for a single channel. Finally, another extension, that could be of interest
in future work, is to study the multicast problem when the number of transmissions in the schedule is limited and/or the
receivers can tune on a restricted subset of channels.
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